
Spa & Beauty Testimonials

”…[The Pod]...is a featured total body wellness system at Skin Matrix, Plastic Surgery 
and Aesthetics Center. The Cocoon complements Skin Matrix’s integrated beauty and 
wellness solutions, and our clients relax or nap while experienceing the infrared 
slimming and cleansing detoxification.”

Dr. B. Orloff
Burbank, CA

“Elevate is a 21st century Wellness concept promoting detoxification , anti-aging, 
weight loss, pain management, stress relief, and restoration for both mind and body. 
We introduced the Cocoon Wellness Pro to our concept in 2016. It has been our 
most success full integration to date bringing both profit and customer satisfaction.”

Elevate Mind Body Studio
Nampa, ID

“Within only a few weeks, it’s been 
booked all day.”

Electrik Image
Grand Rapids, MI



“One of our clients, Denise Rhadigan tried the 
Wellness Cocoon for the first time and was very 
pleased with her visit. Denise told us that after her 
first sessions in the Wellness Cocoon, she had a 
great night of sleep and her Fitbit showed that her 
heartrate had been at peaks levels for 14 minutes 
(higher than her run) while in the Cocoon. She is 
hooked and has come back at least once a week 
since. She is so excited that she can make the 
Infrared Wellness Cocoon part of her healthy 
lifestyle.”

Carrie Forrest
Hot Spot Sauna, Gaylord, MI

“We love the Cocoon Wellness Pro around here. Our customers love how relaxing 
it is and they always sign up for more sessions. The Cocoon definitely helps bring 
customers back! We have a customer who has fibromyalgia and she loves the 
Cocoon because it gives her pain relief.  But the most loyal customers we have are 
fitness competitors that come before an event to condition their body and after to 
relax and relieve their muscles.  The Cocoon Wellness Pro is always busy because 
we also have aestheticians that can also offer facials inside the Cocoon for double 
pampering.”

Steve, Owner
Energy Spa, Vero Beach, FL



“We opened to members right away 
and we've had many who have used it 
3 times a week. So far everyone loves 
it. As business owners of the Cocoon, 
we are very happy with the results and 
can’t wait to see what the next few 
months will bring in revenues.” 

Bridget and Bob Sundquist, 
Owners
CRYOSPA Mind & Body 
Wellness, Burbank, CA

“I have for the last several years experienced lower back pain and 
stiffness. I have tried chiropractic and acupuncture with some relief but 
mostly a good regimen of stretching exercises works the best. Recently I 
have used the Cocoon and when I finish a session my back feels 
wonderful. There is no stiffness and I feel great. This allows me to be able 
to stretch even more. I look forward to seeing how my back will improve 
even more with the use of the Cocoon.”  

Pam, CRYOSPA Client 



“Since we introduced it, my clients love the Cocoon 
Wellness Pro™ experience so much more than the old
body wrap. They were already used to heat sessions, 
but they love CWP so much more because of the 
versatility and myriad of extra features they did not have 
before. Not to mention they love the feeling of 
ULTIMATE RELAXATION when they can mount their 
own iPAD, Tablet or Smart Phone.

I’m very happy working with Wellness USA and their 
passionate and caring team. I truly appreciate the
personal touch helping me with training and integrating 
CWP into my business model….I love my NEW Cocoon 
Wellness Pro™, and my clients love it too. It is 
drivingadditional revenue and helping me attract NEW 
clients and memberships. I strongly recommend 
Cocoon
Wellness Pro™ and Wellness USA.

Aleksandra D. Turlure
Owner, Contour Room, Sherman Oaks, CA

Everyone loves the Cocoon and we included in many ways in our menu: $25 as an add-on 
to a massage or facial, $45 for a single session and up to $250 for an unlimited monthly 
package.
Our customers and employees rave about the relaxing feeling and are amazed about the 
relief they get from aches and pain.
Others use it in the morning because they feel energized and ready to attack their day.”

Taira Benner
J. Bently Hair Studio & Day Spa



“I was amazed from the very start on 
how comforting and enjoyable the 
dual heat source IR + Dry Sauna was. 
I love it so much that I have been 
coming in every week religiously to do 
my 3 x sessions per week for the past 
4 weeks.  I have lost over 20 Lbs. and 
shredded lots of fat from my belly. I 
have been burning calories like 
“crazy”, burning an average of 250-
280 calories each 30 minute session. 
It has truly ben a life changer for me.”

Patricia Green, 
Trew Balance Member

“I love how warm and cozy the IR heat plus STEAM feels and I love the 
vibratory massage.  The SWP makes me feel like a big blanket of steam 
covering me from neck to toes and I let the steam out in intervals to steam 
and hydrate my face. 
I love how Relaxed, Calm and Rejuvenated I feel and the light therapy is 
amazing and it takes me away and escape from daily stress – the LED 
color bath is amazing. 
I’m able to escape and have that “moment” and truly enjoyed the 
experience and my skin feels Rejuvenated, Cleansed, Calmer super 
Hydrated. The sessions are simply GREAT.”

Kallie Gressley, Trew Balance Member



“My two Cocoons have definitely helped my business by giving me loyal customers 
…my Cocoon customers come back for more sessions because they like how great 
they feel at the end.  The benefits I hear most often are better sleep, more energy, 
pain relief and relaxation! Most customers come and get a good detox out of the 
Cocoon with a 40 minute session at an average temperature of 165F.  I make the 
session more “spa like” and pampering by adding some of the SlimLine or Gem 
Botanica products and a cold washcloth or pairing it with a detox foot bath. The 
Cocoon promotes a great detoxification by reducing inflammation and boosting their 
metabolism in a short amount of time. My two Cocoons run simultaneously several 
hours every day bringing me traffic and repeated customers: that’s why I love the 
Cocoon Wellness Pro and I couldn’t be happier to have bought two!” 

Gari Jo, Owner
Body Concepts, Mankato, MN

“We recently started to offer the Cocoon Wellness Pro in our salons and our 
members primarily use it for relaxation…. Members come a few times a week to 
enjoy a 20 min session. Other members use it for its detoxification benefits within a 
weight loss package/membership. Our members are very happy with the instant 
benefits and wellness feeling the Cocoon provides. The Cocoon Wellness Pro helped 
us sign up more members in both locations and it helped us keep loyal customers 
because of our expended choice of services. “

Heather
Aruba Sun & Spa, Spa Manager, Maryland



More of Our Wonderful 
Customers…

FITNESS:



The centerpiece of Peak Performance and Recovery’s wellness technology is the 
Cocoon Wellness Pro, which we use for fitness training to complement weight 
management and weight loss and for hyperthermic conditioning and core body 
heating for overall optimized wellness for everyone. 

While our customers are in the Cocoon they say they feel relaxed their muscles aches 
are relieved. We also have members that us the Cocoon Pod for post-work out 
relaxation and greater thermo toning and firming. 

Our #1 use of the Cocoon Wellness Pro is by our members in performance programs 
designed for weight management and achievement weight loss goals.Our PPR 
members ay the Cocoon has helped them achieve a more healthy lifestyle and overall 
feelings of wellness. 

Wellness USA has helped assist us in integrating the Cooon Wellness Opro into our 
menu of wellness and firness wervices and we have gained new clients and 
meberships at PPR because fo the he populatiry of the Cocoon Welllness Rpo POD.
We can recommend that Wellness USA isa wellncompnay whoes team cares and is 

passionateabout hteir wellness PODs – they have been ’all in’  and truly passionate 
about heling us to help our member achieve their personal best. 

Dr. Nasrin, Owner
Peak Performance and Recovery, Sherman Oaks, CA



§Locations: Chicago, New York, Washington, DC

§Number of Locations featuring Cocoons: 32 of 39 

§Monthly Memberships: $49.95 (plus specials)

§Started with one unit in 2015. They now have 32 units 
featured in all full service locations. The Cocoon is a key 
spa amenity of the XSport Spa in each club.



“As an experienced fitness expert, I’ve had the pleasure of personally using the Cocoon 
and I love the experience. I did the “Double Sauna Suit” protocol at High Hyperthermic
for 40 minutes and burned over 360 calories. I felt refreshed, rejuvenated and cleansed 
from the inside out. The dual heat combination of dry sauna heat plus infrared head 
made my body feel very relaxed while getting the benefit of sweating and cleansing.  

The Cocoon Wellness Pro has already given us 30% ROI in the first 60 days and we 
expect these numbers to continue to grow as we head into the fall and winter season…

We have received the full support of the Wellness USA Team for launching Cocoon 
Wellness Pro. They have given us excellent training and we look forward to growing out 
partnership. “

Jeff Stokes, VP Hypoxi N. America

“Using the Double Sauna Suit in the Cocoon Wellness 
Pro I burned more than 412 calories in 40 minutes. As 
an active person and former fitness competitor, I have 
trained at a very high levels. The Cocoon made me feel 
like I had just finished an intense workout, yet all I did 
was lay still for 40 minutes. 

I love the fact that the Cocoon combines dry heat with 
infrared heat which helps relive muscle pain and 
aches, while getting a effective “workout”.

I continue to use Cocoon and love the way I can Relax 
while getting the results I want.

We enjoy working with the Wellness USA team and 
look forward to continue successes working together 
in the future.”

Judi Merrick, Hypoxi member



Wellness Lifestyle
Optimized Wellness of 

Body & Mind
FOR EVERYONE

Embrace a Healthy Lifestyle &
Total Body Wellness Transformation             

TODAY!


